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DATE:

MY INVENTION

Give a complete description of your machine for selling it.
(Teacher’s example)
PICKING CUMBA 3.0. Machine.
The Picking Cumba machine is perfect to pick and clean up very easily all
the mess and spread items in your house. This machine will transform your
concept of cleaning.
The Picking Cumba allows you to pick up all the mess at home. It includes
an electric motorbike with four arms that allows you to move around the
different rooms and garden picking up and cleaning up all the mess. It can
pick up toys and threw items, bend blankets, shake cushions and sheets,
clean the dust, sweep, etc. It will save you a lot of time of housework and it
will do for you the most hated tasks at home.
The picking Cumba is made of the ultimate materials. The bike body is made
of 100% recycled plastic. Wheels and arms are made of stainless steel, and
recycled rubber. Its materials have the following properties:
a. Light and cheap: recycled plastic is resistant but lightweight, in order
to favor mobility and prevent crushes.

b. Resistant arms: they are made of stainless steel, an alloy that
resists rust and corrosion but keeps resistance and hardness.
c. Hands with gloves: gloves are made of latex and rubber air balls, a
material easily cleanable, it is thermal and electricity insulator, it is
flexible and precise.
Lastly, it has a smart and beautiful fashioned design. You have blue, red and
yellow version available for your motorbike. The machine has three small
and quick wheels to move around rooms and corners easily and the cabin
includes latest technology devices (Bluetooth, air-conditioning, airbags,
ergonomic seats and adaptable steering wheel). Don’t doubt it and buy this
fantastic machine for less than you think that you can pay in easy
instalments.
Now is your turn, describe your invention:

2. Voluntary- Draw your invention prototype and a poster ad for its marketing
campaign.

